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Bringing Family Values to the
Heating and Cooling Industry with

PHOENIX HVAC

on this system before you need to replace it. Let’s do
some maintenance for now and check back on it later.”
“We want to assess their individual situation and give
the customer options,” says Anthony. “Our objective
is to build trust and relationships with our customers
so that we’ll be working with them for many years
-- not just one job. We’re family-owned and -operated.
When you call, you’ll talk to myself, Bob, or my sister,
Maggie, who runs the office.”

In addition to forced air systems, Phoenix
HVAC services boilers, SpacePak/Unico
(for homes built without a vent system),
tankless hot water systems and more.
Find out more about Phoenix HVAC at:
Web: phoenixHVAC4822.com
Instagram: phoenixhvac
Facebook: Phoenix HVAC

Some advice they’d offer to homeowners is, “If you
hear something from your heating and cooling system
-- don’t ignore it; let us explore it,” says Bob. “It’s
better to have it checked out and determine the issue
in the early stages then end up with a higher cost issue
later on.
“We love solving challenging issues by coming up with
creative solutions,” says Anthony. “Sometimes, our
customers have been told by another HVAC company
that something can’t be done and we figure out a way
to make it happen. One-hundred-year-old home? We
can do that. Worried about clean air and allergens?
We can help. Looking to increase the energy efficiency
of your home? We’ve got you covered.”
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nthony Pizano and Bob McCarthy started Phoenix
HVAC after years of working for big heating and cooling companies that served the North Shore. They wanted
to create a company that had what the industry was lacking: treating customers like family, values-driven (not just
sales-driven), and a high level of customer care.
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1900 Greenwood St.,
Honesty, personal connection, and informing the client of
their options were core values for Anthony and Bob. They
replaced the mantra of “You need to replace your entire
HVAC system” by individually assessing each client’s system as well as their needs and goals. In some cases, they’d
let their customer know, “You have about five years left
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